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War pigs. Road savages. And the crumbling asphalt of the open highway. After nearly four years,

the zombie epidemic has almost burnt itself out. Gus' new life on a communal farm is peaceful. The

daily routine of policing the fields is rarely disrupted by straying undead. His drinking binges are

over. Long days have thrown time over the memories of Annapolis. But this will all change. When

Gus is asked to search for a group of missing scavengers, he reluctantly agrees. What he finds is a

new predator unleashed upon the land, one determined to harvest every last mortal life.... And feed

it to a ravenous machine.
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I hated to finish this book. It is, by far, the longest and the best of the MOUNTAIN MAN series and I

savored each page and I believe this is the end of the series.Gus is back - and I am so glad about

that. House painter by trade four years ago when TEOTWAWKI hit, Gus is an average guy who just

happens to be a great zombie killer (zombie, Moe, meatbag or whatever you might want to call the

shuffling undead).The meatbags are wearing down - literally - and Gus thinks his life is pretty idyllic

on the little community farm where he's living now, where the highlight of his day is to scratch his

nether regions. But Gus finds out that zombies aren't necessarily the worst thing this old world now

offers - too many of the humans that are left are looney tunes and dangerous beyond imagination.A

mansion full of deadly surprises, road bandits, Ollie and Collie (two characters that are GREAT),

Whitecap, Sick and Shovel, and author Blackmore has some interesting surprises in this last book



of a stellar series.Gus matured as a person and as a fighter in WELL FED and all of the characters

are well drawn and sometimes too believable. I loved the storyline and I liked how the book ended,

with all the loose ends tied up with a big, black, odoriferous bow.If you are just chancing upon this

series, do yourself a favor and start reading it from the beginning.1/2.Ã‚Â The HospitalÃ‚Â - the

short story that starts out this series; also included inÃ‚Â Cauldron Gristle.1.Ã‚Â Mountain

Man2.Ã‚Â Safari3.Ã‚Â Hellifax4.Ã‚Â Well FedBe warned that this isn't a children's series. There is

profanity, blood, guts and gore galore.Thank you, Keith Blackmore for giving me many hours of

zombie entertainment in one of the best zombie/post-apocalyptic series out there.

Gus is a survivor, all alone living on the outskirts of a city filled with the reanimated dead. Gus goes

through the motions of living, gathering supplies and fuel from abandoned homes and stores while

fighting off the flesh eating corpses during the day and drinking himself to sleep at night. As the

series progresses , Gus finds himself in truly horrible situations which he over comes , complete

with new scars and new found strengths. I really enjoyed the four books and would buy hard copies

if available. Mr Blackmore really takes you to Gus's world and it'll scare the hell out of you at times.

I'm not sure if Mr Blackmore meant the characters or the readers but either way, both are well fed

with this one. It was long anticipated and well worth the wait!Once again there is no lack of diversity

of characters or action with some fantastic twists to the plotline.I highly recommend this after

reading the rest of the Mountain Man series. Any fan of zombie apocalypse will be well satisfied with

it. Thank you for another excellent read Mr Blackmore!

The 4th and final season in the Mountain Man series. Anti-hero Gus has mellowed and seeks a

peaceful life in a post-apoc Canada where zombies are rotting down to compost...but human ferals

are striving for supremacy.Gus rolls with the punches...and delivers more than a few of his own...in

this high-speed yarn where individual episodes crowd in to provide an entertaining read that never

chugs.Although tongue in cheek at times, Well Fed retains a ring of credibility that sets it apart from

many of its more far-fetched competitors; the same quality that makes the entire Mountain Man

series a stand-out.Well-supplied with zingers and apt descriptive nuances: elements I greatly

appreciate.No sex, sexual assaults and prime-time TV Hollywood depictions of violence combine to

direct Well Fed towards a broad-spectrum target audience: any well-adjusted person with a mental

age from about age 16 on up.A highly commendable 4-Star (Satisfactory-Plus) read.



This has been an amazing series. The characters are fascinating people you come to care about. I

could not get enough of rough-cut, tough, up for a brawl any time, ex-house painter, Gus. I think that

the author really nailed it. The plot in this novel is riveting, with some

holy-crap-I-didn't-see-that-coming moments that left my jaw on my chest. The story has struggle

and triumph and heartache and zombies. Also gore and freakin great combat sequences. And in the

end we are left with the satisfaction of seeing where all this has been going for the past 4 books. It is

like finishing a great meal with the perfect coffee, or port, or dessert, or whatever does it for you.The

one criticism I had for this book was the author's patriotic positive regard for the Canadian armed

forces' special operations units just gushed forth. Gushed, a lot. All over. But that is something I can

forgive completely because the rest was so damn good.

BEST OF THE SERIES! This book is impossible to put down from the get go. From Gus's first

"mission" to the explosive final climax. The climax of this book is one of the most exciting and

riveting I have read in awhile. Mr. Blackmore is a very talented writer and he shows his chops in this

book which left me yearning for more. I am now starting his "131 days" books(which he is currently

providing for free) and they are just as engrossing. If you haven't already, do yourself a favor and try

one of Keith's books.
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